
 
 
 

7 DAYS 6 NIGHTS BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPE OF WESTERN TAIWAN (SIC) 
MIN 2 TO GO (DEPART EVERY TUESDAY) 

    

T&C apply. Itinerary may vary on 

actual tour.  
行程或依当地实际情况做出适当调整. 
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ITINERARY 

Day 1 TUE Departure✈Taipei    

HOTEL: Ximen Citizen Hotel Taipei or similar 

Upon arrival, transfer to Taipei County- After check in, free at own leisure.  

 

Day 2 WED Taipei – Nantou (B/D) 
HOTEL: Pei Kong Creak Resort 

Shifen Old Street~Jiufen～Gaomei Wetlands～Hot Spring (Bring your own swimsuit and swimming cap) 

Shifen Old Street: Shifen Old Street is located along the the Pingxi largest train station and railways.  It is 

not only well-known to the old buildings, but also to the unique view that trains pass by in a much closed 

distance.  The trains often bring surprises to tourists.  The streets are lined with considerable number of 

sky lanterns and souvenir shops. 

Jiufen Street : once abandoned after the mountain to dig gold, for the movie "City of Sadness" and once 

again flourishing, becoming the longest one of Taiwan's most lively streets, a variety of souvenirs, 

souvenirs and snacks, attract large numbers of tourists up the mountain shopping Do not miss the famous 

snack - taro round nine. 

Gaomei Wetlands：Taichung most beautiful coastal scenic area, in addition to wetland rich ecological, 

and can enjoy the whole row of wind power wind turbines, spectacular. 
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Day 3 THU Nantou (B/L/D) 
HOTEL: Liching Garden Villa or similar 

Tunnel of Wine Pot～Wen-Wu Temple～SUN moon Lake～Lalu Island～XuanGuang Temple Pier～

Cingjing farm～Green green grassland～Carton King Creativity Park 

Tunnel of Wine Pot: It is composed of hundreds of wine pots and the stacking arrangement is like a tunnel 

looking from the entrance to the other end. 

Wen-Wu Temple: Located in the northern waist, dedicated to Confucius (Wen-sheng), Yue Fei and Guan 

Yu (Wu Sheng), named after temples built along the mountain. The temple consisted of three sections, 

colored golden-yellow, is a typical northern China styled momentum. 

SUN moon Lake: The SUN Moon Lake, located in the middle of Taiwan, with an elevation of 748 meters 

above sea level, is the only natural big lake in Taiwan. The southern part of Lalu Island is shaped like a new 

moon, and the northern part is shaped like a sun; hence the name SUN Moon Lake. 

XuanGuang Temple Pier：It was once a temple for the Tang dynasty of the Tang Dynasty, the temple of 

the XuanZang master, and after the relocation of the relics, it became a famous tourist attraction due to 

the beautiful scenery and the crowds, and there is a famous lingzhi tea egg tasting 

Cingjing farm: Cingjing farm was established by retired military officers and soldiers.  It is stayed up very 

high altitude, often clouded and foggy, thus named ‘Taoyuan in the mist’.  A great number of sheep bred 

in the park and sheep show held on holidays.  In the park you may well peak Cilai Mountains and beautiful 

sceneries.  It is Taiwan's most beautiful farm. 

 

Day 4 FRI Nantou -Kaohsiung (B/L) 
HOTEL: Kaohsiung Acotel or similar 

The Stele of Taiwan's Geographical Center～Heels Church～Jing-Zai-Jiao Tile-Paved Salt Fields～Golden 

Vigor Castle～Liuhe Night Market 

Heels Church : Taiwan's first tourist Special style of church architecture , the subject of love to create a 

high-heeled shoes shape glass church symbolizes the most romantic ending love - wearing high heels walk 

into the church . 

Jing-Zai-Jiao Tile-Paved Salt Fields：It is the oldest surviving tiled salt ruins site, showing the beautiful art 

of mosaic collage. It is now the most characteristic sightseeing salt field in the Yunjianan Binhai National 

Scenic Area. Visitors can experience traditional salt, pick salt and collect the fun of salt is a deep spot for 

parents and children. 

Golden Vigor Castle : pineapple cake Taiwan first tourism facility , such as the appearance of the castle 

fairy tale world , technology way to present growth and production process pineapple cake pineapple and 

slightly Technology Interactive games are suitable for both adults and children a visit the castle of 

happiness. 

Liuhe Night Market: The night market is not far away if you walk from Kaohsiung Railway Station along 

the Zhongshan Road straight forward, which takes only ten minutes more, and then turn right to Liuhe 

Road. In daytime, the market is a straight road, and turns into prosperous market area in nighttime. There 

are 138 stalls in Liuhe Night Market, most of them serve snacks and food. 
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Day 5 SAT Kaohsiun –Taichung (B/L) 
HOTEL: I-deal HOTEL or similar 

V.I.P Zone～Buddha Memorial Center～Rainbow Village～National Opera～Fengjia Night Market 

V.I.P Zone：V.I.P Zone which was transformed from the old house in the village of Shengxing, attracts 

many entrepreneurs to enter the city, and integrates various installation art and painted figures to create 

a new cultural highlight of Pingtung. 

Buddha Memorial Center: Built to worship buddha’s relic, the construction combines both Chinese and 

foreign techniques and skills.  The main statue of the temple is 108 meters high and considered as the 

tallest statue of the world.   

Rainbow Village: It was originally a military community planned to be demolished.  A resident tried to 

keep it and turned the cold and abandoned community into a vivid landscape of painting.  Finally the 

government decided to keep the innovation and canceled the demolishing. 

Fengjia Night Market: It is one of Taichung's famous commercial business districts, covering 

approximately one kilometer in diameter around Feng Chia University and includes the Fengjia-Wenhua 

Night Market, Fengjia Rd., and Fuxing Rd. In this CBD, you can find delicious snack foods and quality clothes 

at reasonable prices to express your unique personality. 

 

Day 6 SUN Taichung - Taipei (B/L)  
HOTEL: Joy&Hedo Hotel Sanchong or similar  

Taipei 101(Observatory fee own expenses)～Wu Baochun Bakery～Yang Ming Shan National Park～

Xiao Youkeng～Shihlin Night Market 

101 Taipei: Taiwan's tallest building, with a total height of 508 meters, the integration of modern art and 

architectural features Chinese fengshui, there are around the world brand-name merchandise. 

Wu Baochun Bakery：From the shops opened by Taiwanese bread masters who have won the worlds 

number one, you can taste different breads and feel the ultimate and perfection of bread masters! 

Yang Ming Shan National Park:  It is close to the Taipei metropolitan area therefore is so-called Back 

Garden of Taipei and is a famous summer resort in northern Taiwan.  Big Flower Clock is a place you have 

to visit and take pictures in the park. 

Xiao Youkeng : Yangmingshan is a sleeping volcanic zone and Xiao Youkeng is its largest crater.  It is located 

in peak of Yangmingshan, erupting sulfur gases all the years thus became Taiwan's special geological 

landscape. Shihlin Shihlin Night Market: One of the largest night markets in Taipei, famous at home and 

abroad in a variety of traditional snacks, such as how big chicken, tofu, oyster omelet, frogs lay eggs, 

Shihlin sausage ... and other Taiwanese snacks taste. Cheap clothes jewelry is also a good choice for 

shopping. 

 

Day 7 MON Taipei✈Sweet Home (B) 
After breakfast, you are free at leisure till your departure transfer to Taoyuan C.K.S. Airport. Home Sweet 

Home! 
 

SHOPPING STOP ： Traditional Aboriginal Product, Tianlu Art Center, Pearl, Tea 
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PRICE PER PERSON PER PACKAGE (MYR) 

TWIN SINGLE SUPP CHILD WITH BED CHILD NO BED TIPPING 

1115 650 895 670 110 

 

*Black out period: CNY (20-28 Jan 2020) 

 

INCLUSION 

 Accommodation on TWIN SHARING BASIS 

 Meal arrangement as per itinerary stated 

 Transfer services on sharing basis as per itinerary stated 

 Mandarin speaking guide or driver cum guide 

 

EXCLUSION 

 All international & domestic flights, taxes & fees 

 Peak season surcharge (if applicable) 

 Tipping for local tour guide / driver 

 Travel insurance & visa application (if applicable) 

 Beverages consumed during meal 

 Porterages & any other services/items not mentioned 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

 Above rates in MYR are applicable for Malaysia Market and based on minimum 2 adults 

travelling. 

 All rates are subject to change without prior notice in the event of drastic fuel charges / 

currency fluctuation. 

 Itinerary is subject to change without prior notice in accordance to local requirement. 

 Any unutilized services are non-refundable / non-transferable and will be forfeited. 

 Full cancellation charge will be liable for no-show, late cancellation/amendment. 

 Reservation is subject to availability upon request. 

 Booking Period: 1 Jan 2020 – 25 Dec 2020 

 Tour Code: FTT6B (GV2-7D20002A) 
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